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MPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGRAM 
VOLUME 6 

INTIMIDATION, ARASSMENT, WRONGDOING, AND MISCONDUCT 
CATEGORY SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report is a collectivm irmnl of the inriesipgama conducted on employee concens 
coomaining alleaptim ofin.id.Mi, harmi n, wronaoing, or miscondctr on the part 
of TVA employees within TVA's clear program before 1986 This categoy contained a 
total popultion of 775 employee concerns divided into four major areas 

(1) Those employee concers which contained allegations of intimidatin and/or 
harament resulting from the submittal of a safety- or quality-related concern 
potentially involving a violation of Section 210 of the Energy Reorgani aiaon Act of 
1974, as mended (113 employee concerns) 

(2) Those employee concerns which contained allegations of intimidation and/or 
harSamnent resulting from the submittal of a concern not indicated as involving a 
potential Section 210 violation (136 employee concerns), 

(3) Those employee concerns which contained alegantio of possible violations of Federal 
and/or state law (exclusive of the Energy Reorganization ActX259 employee concerns), 
and 

(4) Those employee concerns containng allegations of possible violations of TVA's Code 
of Conduct (267 employee concerns).  

The technical aspects of concerns within this category, including those that were considered 
safety-related or potentially safety-related, were assigned to the appropriate technical 
category of the Employee Concerns Special Program. The resolution of these technical and 
safety-related aspects have been addressed and resolved within the appropriate technical 
category report and are not addressed within this report.  

The conclusions reached by this category are that: 

(1) Incidents of intimidation and harassment directly related to the reporting of safety-, 
quality-, and nonquality-related concerns, including violations of Section 210 of the 
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, did occur within TVA's nuclear organization at 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant before 1986. However, these incidents were isolated in 
nature, very few in number (two incidents), and were known and corrected by 
management
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The alear an-ucoM -10 a Was Bar Nudear Pfl 2-m-a m a 
dfikrwy policy i 19G dt mandaed atomatic rk. actiona up to and 
icldiq dischrII, fo a reported violatinn of quality a This pocy, 
whle not in drea voation of the pnrovaa of the Sec0ta 210 of the Eoaerr 
Reapa Act. d onsm te a barrier to the free ex m of sfety- and 
quireled conceIr This pofiq r eld in efiaect untl it was readed in 1966 
a a restofmt -imoiply Ucocerepitintmmocmis calegery.  

(2) Notwerrdtm the aboe an mimun t aotf of iindirmin and lharanmnt did 
occ, the vat moriqt of investigated cuaipoyet aoe within th esegoy were 
ot ahet ein There is little eideace to srppoct the coauio that a widespread 

eironmat idog intimidation and harassmet or acts of wrongdoing or 
mniarihrt on the part f employees within TVA's nuclear program existed at Watts 
Bar Nudear Plant before 196.  

There i, bhoever, sufficient evidence to condude that thare my have been a 
percepion held by some employees that such an evirom did in fct exist 
throughout TVA's nclear proram. The istece of such a perception, even if the 
perception was not widespread throgbout TVA's culear prgram before 1986, would 
have the same end result as the stenrc of an eaiomment coodoning acts of 
inrimidtion, barament, wrogdoing and miscoduct, i.e., the suppreion of reports 
of safety-, quality-, and noaluality-relaed employee observations and concerns.  

(3) Finaily, it is condced that adequate corrective actios have been identified, and that 
such corrective actions are being pursued by the Office of Nucldear Power to resove 
and correct this employee perception 

There were four primary causes and one secondary cause identified which contributed to 
the creation of this perception, and to the expresion of the employee concerns within this 
category. These causes and a summary of the corrective action taken or being taken to 
resolve them are

(1) The Lari of a QCisstentf Wl-efined and Wefln-Unertn [ Intredt 
Oaniztinal Smrtrunre Within TVA's Nrlar PBM=r.  

This lack of a rentralized, integrated organization meant that no one was clearly in 
charge and few nanagers, particularly few middle and senior managers, could be held 
accountable for performance. The numerous reorganizations within TVA and 
particularly with i TVA's nuclear organization further intensified the atmosphere of 
ambiguous lines f authority and accountability, and further clouded the already 
ill-defined responstoilities of line managers.  

This situation, coupled with the 'ict that the lack of necessary integration forced 
managers to perceive their job in isolation, had the result that many managers became 
narrowly focussed on only those j,' inctions that were clearly "theirs." Since they
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wre not ernmiprd to venture beyond the narrow limits of their perceived job 
"bI-ad- sach manao may have discouraged empopyees from bringi concegrn 
to their attention about tasks or employee observatios outside of the manager's 
percved area of rpoibility.  

The awi l structure of the Oice of Nuclear Power has been revised to place 
al aspects and fnrins of A's n ear powe program under e controi and 
mspoaiuity of the Manger of Nuclear Power. Maagment has been anigned 
defined areas of ranp iility and authority and are being held accountae fir the 
tednical adocy orfl activities with their realm of respoaibility.  

(2) Thn c a f Adqar Nmbn ef rainad w d Onaifid Managin 

The ambitious scope of TVA's ndar program quickly outstripped TVA's supply of 
experienced umnagen Those anages with the necessary industry experience were 
spread tfaro too iy to provide anistent and effective overall leadership. In addition, 
there is little evidence that the shortage of trained and effective managers within 
TVA's dear program was seen as a problem prior to 1986. As a result, managers 
sometimes bhe e too busy trying to meet regulatory enmmes and schedule to 
effectively listen to the concerns of their employees.  

In addition, the overal lack of training of eisting managers led to situations in which 
nagrs may have made commitments to employees concerning such things as job 

redasifitcaio, reamigments, promotioas, or other forms of special treatment that 
were either inappropriate or impossible to provide. Managers may have unknowingly 
violated Equal Employment Opportunity or Veteran's preference regulations and 
requirement, and may have been inconsistent in their application of routine 
managerial actions such as disciplinary actions orjob assignmntm These actions would 
all have resulted in a loss of confidence in such managers by their employees, and may 
have been viewed as forms of discrimination, harassment, or favoritism directly 
asociated with raising issues in disagreement with such managers.  

Another significant aspect of this lack of training was that some managers did not 
property understand their rspmnibility tr listen to their employees and to resolve the 
concerns and problems of their employees. Line managers who had "risen through the 
ranks' may have erroneously thought they neither owed it to their employees to listen 
to their concerns and differing opinions, nor that they could benefit from listening to 
the suggestions and opinions of their employees. While this may not have been a form 
of direct intimidation and harassment, employees may have percwived that such 
managers discouraged questions about the way things were done and that they were not 
responsive to contrary opinions or suggestions.  

The Office of Nuclear Power has embarked on an ambitious program to recruit 
experienced, qualified managers, either as employees or as contract managers, and has 
initiated a brosi, multi-level training program designed to improve the management 
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iMa of A nagens and to idoalr and min pmiin iaEdijials as fasrae Indru 

(3) QkwV - -W ----P -

The Adsoin a in su o nheam of TVA's udear program before 196 
SMWd, s in some c@ to a bradon the hri nrol em .iourman amona 
ad betwuee the vrio fiu caid entities, the cca a o , ad the plMaus 

dmideal aFs, freque*ly were 0o0 busy or id not kaow haw to properly 
C their -e-a o ls e qM, and the reaos fr the -acdion or the acms 
ofhgber-lekeel .agmen to their employees 

The mot wpmif&= resma of this ca is thia mnarg . waIhi TVA's mdxew 
proram ai fist-line supervnS , often filed -adai y explain tbhir 
ma sidt actions ad decisions and the of tbr-evel m s to their 
employees As a result employees who felt that they had been adversely affected by 
sI uncpap med acdions and dedsion may bare ondud iJ tha the advee acton was 
directed at them. As sac, ma sound, appropriate, and justifiable manager 
dedsos were erroneously perceived by ciapoyees as forxs of -nadtitia and 
baraimnt, ora as acts of wrongdoing or misconduct.  

Th cr e is being resolved by the rorganizatin ofthbe Oi of Nuctear Pecr, and 
by e trainin of al nudcar managr. The reorpnizaa process dclarifying and 
opmnig cmmncaonrian among ad btwe ar s and employees wittin 11 of 
the fanuioal entities within the Office of Nuclear Power. The mangement training 
wi improe and stress the need for effective cmm ie skiLs. This program 
should improve mhe n immo tions betwec n lian magmum and "mptoYes.  

(4) ManalerilWSte 

Wik the majority of line managr within TVA'suear program had rise rom the 
ranks with adequate ecnmcal expertise, few knew or had training in how to ranag 
people effectively. This fact, combined with the results of the above causes, tended to 
produce an "authoritarian' style of management in which decisions were issued as 
impersnoal "'decrees, and one in which emphasis was placed on the completion of tc 
work at the expense of the needs and opinions of the workers themselves. This 
manarial style resulted in the establishment of inflexible work rules and policies 
which were often viewed by employees as forms of intimidation and harassment, and 
which also bad a restrictive effect on the free submittal of concerns and differing 
opinions by employees.  

The other aspect of this authoritarian managerial style was the belief that a "good" 
manager did not have employees who questioned his technical expertise, challenged 
the way thing were done, or reported problems to others outside of his management 
"team." Such managers may have discouraged employees from submitting employee
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coimerm obeatim u amd difering opinios mad probably did lite to resolve soch 
imu.nk The eaponayees oCf sch mmnagen probably fet at least unomfartable in 

reporting c and differing opmin and may have actually been intimidnt o 

The management traina and devlopmen progams being inplemented by the 
Office of Nclear Pwer should improve the manaen skdlls of a aulear program 

(5) TlIa I t nd E hiie Mchanism fir the Rpirtin of PnEplye Cmnrmn and 
ophinu annt sheNnfar Pr ram.  

The colective impact of the above causes created a workplace environment in which 
the traditin mea of resoling employee concerns through line supervision failed in 
many cases Although other avenues for reporting concerns, differing opinions, and 
obsenaocs existed many employees simply remained silet.  

Tbis cause as idenrified as potentially existing rougbout the Office of Nuclear 
Power, and led to the creation of the Employee Concern Program, designed to accept 
and iszow employee concerns and opinions; the Office of the Inspector General, 
'lesigned in part to deal with concerns involving intinmidation, harassment, wrongdoing, 
.r arvooduc:-; Wad the creation of the Conditicas Advrse to Quality program, 

doigned wt adJress quality-related concerns and issues.  

The OPice of the Inspector General has completed investigations on over half if the 
tntal popJation of e'p iyee concerns within this caregory. In order to detenmine the 
validity of an alegatiun expressed by an employee concern within this category, 
suffient irformalion must have been available to the Office of the Inspector General 
to crAiuct a fuil L-vestigation of the alleged incident. As such, no meaningful 
investiation wan possible for many of the employee concerns within this category 
simply tecauie r.at enough was known about the incident or incidents reported by the 
employee conce "n.  

However, based on the results of almost 400 employee concern investigations, 
sufficient information is available to identify the problems expressed by the employee 
concerns within this category, to determine both the significance and root causes of 
such identified problems, to develop and initiate those steps necessary to resolve all 
such problems, to correct their root causes, and to ensure t&at such problems do not 
reappear within TVA's Office of Nuclear Power.  

The effort on the part of the Office of the Inspector General to investigate and resolve 
the remaining employee concerns within this category is continuing. This effort will 
continue until all means prudently available to the Office of the Inspector General to 
obtain such necessary additional information on these remaining employee concerns 
while maintaining the confidentiality of the concerned individual are exhausted.
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PREFACE

This report is owe of a series prepared under the Employee Concerns Special Program 
(ECSP) of the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The ECSP and the organization which 
carried out the program, the Employee Concerns Task Group (ECrG), were established by 
TVA's Manager of Nuclear Power to evaluatz and respond to those Office of Nuclear 
Power (CYPD, employee concerns filed before February 1, 1986 that related to TVA's 
nuclear power program. Concerns filed after that date are handied by the ongoing ONP 
Employee Concerns Program (ECP).  

The ECSP addressed more than 5,800 employee concerns. Each of the concerns was a 
furmaL, 4ritten description of a circumstance or circumstances that an employee cited as 
inappropriate, inefficient, unjust, or unsafe. The scope of the ECSP was to thoroughly 
evaluate all alleged prob!ems (issues) presented in the concerns and to report the results of 
those evaluations in a form accessible tn ONP employees, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRQ, ard the general public.  

This preface contains background information on how the ECSP was initiated, descriptions 
of the categories to which concerns were assigned for evaluation, profiles of the Senior 
Review Panel members who provided independent oversight of the program, and 
information on feedback of program results to employees.  

A HISTORY OF THE EMPLOYEE CONCERNS SPECIAL PROGR.AM 

In early 1985, a gap in communications between management and non-management 
employees at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was recognized. After consultation with the NRC 
about this situation, the IVA Board of Directors directed that a far-reaching employee 
concerns program be implemented at Watts Bar. '"he Employee Concerns Special Program 
was established to thoroughly review employee concerns. To ensure that employees felt 
free to express their concerns without fear of retaliation, an independent contractor was 
selected to interview employees then assigned to Watts Bar.  

Precautions were taken throughout the program to protect the identities of those who 
expressed concerns. The original -,cords of the interviews remain in the custody of the 
interviewing contractor, the only other copies of these records are held by the NRC. Only 
the contractor and the NRC have had access to these files. '.he information provided to 
WVA was screened to maintain employee confidentiality.  

Upon completion of the interview phase on February 1, 1986, 5,876 employees had been 
interviewed. Approximately one third of the employees (1,850) had expressed one or more 
concerns, resulting in approximately 5,000 individual employee concerns. Although TVA 
extended the program to employees at all Office of Nuclear Power sites through the use of 
mailers and a toll free telephone number, most of the concerns were from Watts Bar 
employees.



PA Employee Concerns Task Group was established ( carny out thi ;..rofrai The Task 
Group's concentration of qualified personnel and it, comprehensive approach to problem 
resolution also made it tte logical orni i to resolve concerns and itum gathered from 
several other sources. Therefore, the Tak Group's responsibilities included the follwing: 

* Concerns expressed during the contractor interviews.  

* Ceofcerns generate 1 by earlier employee coccern progr is.  

* Additional concern- .Idendled from the interview files by the contractor and the 
NRC.  

* AiditionJ items identified by Task Group evaliators.  

* Concerns receved by the NRC before February 1, 1936, and referred to TVA.  

* Concerns icni' ed by TVA's former Nuclear Safety Review Staff.  

* Open items idaufled from reviews of TVA incoming correspondence.  

CATECGRIZATýON OF CONCERNSI 

The concerns were grouped into nine categories to provide for consistent evaluation of 
related concerns. This also aided in identifying and developing corrective actions that 
addressed identifid deficiencies specifically and programmaticall to prevent recurrence.  
The responsibility for each categorv was assigned to a designated Category Evaluation 
Group. This responsibility included identification of the issues raied by the concerns, 
thorough investigation, determination of generic applicablity and root causes of 
deficiencies, evaluation of Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) developed by the line 
organizations, and preparation of the program reports. In addition, the line orgaiuations 
evaluated identified deficiencies for potential reportabilit) to the ?NRC under Title 13 to the 
Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 50.55(e), 50.72, 50.73 and 21.  

The concerns were grouped into the fol!owing categories: 

* Contructior - Concerns about the adequacy of construction practices, the quality 
of as-corstructed facilities (exclding welding and as-designed features), in-storage 
and installed maintenance prior to turnover to operations, measurin :and test 
equipment and handling of equionment used during construction, and construct;-,n 
testing activities. TVA personnel evaluated the concerns ir this category.
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* Einessriag - Conce -s about the adequacy of tic- design process and the 
as-designed plant fent.rcs. The design process consists of the technic:l and 
management processes that commen=c with the identification of design inpjtf , A 
lead to and include the issuance of design output document.. These concerns we ' 
evaluated by Bechtel Western Power Cbr)oration.  

* Operation - Concerns about operational ctivities, including operator 
qualifications maintenance or equipment nee&., security, health physics, and 
ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) impleennUtaion, and '-cerns about 
preoperational and surveillance testing. Personnel from TVA and trom Impell 
Corporation perfoi ed the evaluations in this category.  

* MaLt 1 Coatuil - Concerns about the adequacy of material, including its 
procur-rcent, receipt, handling, storage, and installation, and the adequacy of 
proec :r,.m goveniig material control. TVA personnel evaluated the concerns in 
this category.  

* Wddihg - Coincrns about any aspect of w'*ding, including welder or weld 
procedure quJifcation, weld inspection/nondestructAve examination, heat 
treatment, weld quality, filler material quality, and weld documentation. The 
welding concerns were evaluated by personnel from TVA and the EG&G Idaho 
Corporation.  

* Intimidation, Harassment, Wrondiinag, or Misconduct - Concerns about 
personnel conduct that interferes with the ability of empnloy 'es to fulfill their 
assigned responsibilities unauthorized actions taken against employees for 
fulfilling their assiw,.id .-esronsibilities, and illegal activities or violations of TVA 
polhrie. and regulations. Corcerns in this category were tiansmitted by the Task 
Group to the Office o' t'he insp ctor General for evaluaticn.  

* Maagenaent and Feronnel - Concerns about the adequacy of policies, 
managmrnint attitude and effectiveners, organization structures, personnel 
managemen' and )erscnnel training and qualification, except training and 
qualiti- ationr. .-Ve;r . by tae Quality Assurance/Quality Control Category. These 
concer is 'i -,e c. aiu ied by TVA personnel and contracted consultants.  

* Quality As-urMnce/QLality Control - Concerns about the adequacy of Quality 
Asaur -nce/OQuity Control programs and procedures (e.g., auditing; document 
control; recor.),; deficiency reporting and corrective acticn; and inspection, except 
nondestructive e;xamination and welding inspection) and the training, qualification, 
and certification of Qualitr' Assurance/Ouality Control personnel. The concerns in 
this category :vwre eva' -ted by Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation.



* Idwtrli Safety - Concerns about thae or environment ano controls which 
rvotect the beati anI safety of employees in the workplace (rcduding healtn 

pirais and ALARA). TVA personnel and the DuPont G^iipany - S&afty 
NManmanent Servce. vvaluated these concerns.  

Cocrns that affected mnre than one categry were assigned to mulýiple categories. In 
such cases, eachs ategory evaluated the concern from its specific point of view.  

Each Category Evaluation Group sorted its assigned concerns into subcategories, according 
to the subject matter of the concerns, then into elements An element is a group of related 
concerns that raise the same or similar issues. An issue is an alleged problem cited or 
implied, as interpreted by an evaluator, in one or more concerns. Concerns were evaluated 
according to the issues they raised. A comprehensive explanation of the evaluation and 
reporting process is contained in the introduction section of each category report and in the 
program summary report.  

PROGRAM OVERSIGHT 

The ECSP has been reviewed, audited, and inspected by the MRC, the TVA Office of the 
Inspector General, and the TVA Nuclear Quality Assurance Diviyon. To provide 
additional independent and objective oversight, the TVA Manager of Nuclear Power 
established a Senior Review Panel of recognized experts within the nuclear power industry.  
Those selected had extensi ie backgrounds with experience in the design, construction, 
operation, quality assurance and safety evaluation of nuclear power plants.  

The Senior Review Panel provided oversight to ensure that (1) the scope and depth of the 
evaluation effort was adequate, (2) the evaluation findings and conclusions were logically 
derived from the evidence, (3) the proposed CAPs adequately addressed identified 
deficiencies, and (4) the reports adequately described the evaluation effort, the evaluation 
findings and conclusions, and the measures taken to resolve the identified deficiencies.  

Profiles of the Senior Review Panelists 

Myer Bender 

Querytech Associates Inc., Knoxville, Tennessee. Consultant on engineering practices for 
nuclear and advanced technology programs. More than 40 years of experience with complex 
technological activities in.luding the Manhattan Project, and advanced nuclear fuel 
processive and waste management installations. Former Director of Engineering at the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and, for ten years, a Member of the NRC Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards (Chairman in 1977). Known for his work in standards, quality 
assurance, and system failure assessment.

~I
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Former startup readines consultant for Tree Mile Island Forma mnan*a in the Naval 
Reactor Program. Former Vice President for Naval Reactor Plant Costruction for New 
York Shipbuilding Corporation. Former Professor of Medanical Engineering at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Nearly 50 years of experience in engineering management, 
material procurement, quality contro radiological acontrol, construction and training 
relatd to nuclear facilities 

Rihrkrd I- Knsha*0 

Former Vice President for Quality and Te 'Nnology, Babcock and Wlcoa Company. Former 
manager in the Naval Reactor Program. ' uict Assistant Director (Plant ngineering) for 
the Atomic Energy Commission. Forty y- s of experience in the design, manufacturing, 
research a2d developmen, testing, operate' %nd maintenance of nuclear plants.  

Jaeph Cf IaVallee IJr 

Former Nuclear Project Manager for Sargent .ad Lundy. Twenty-five years experienc in 
project management, licensing, construction, sign, and operation of nulear power 
facilities.  

Daniel I Gar-and* 

Former Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance Program Office for Westinghouse Hanford 
Company. While at Westinghuvise, assisted Department of Energy in developing Quality 
Assurance standards and progrnms. Thirty years of experience in the quality assurance of 
nuclear plants, including prepat ation of plans, procedures, and manuals; indoctrination and 
training of personnel; and participation in more than 400 quality a.surance audits.  
frequently as audit team leader.  

amuS R. McGlffy (Deceased) 

Over 40 years experience in ASME Code fabrication work, :,p. c .4y weldiri prasctics, 
materials technology, and quality assurance methodology. !ormer 7irector of Quality 
Assurance and Inspection for the O-'k Ridge National Laboratory.  

These members served on the panel for part of the duration of the program.
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These caeory reports and their appendices are intended to inform the coocernrd 
individual as to how his or her cncerns were addrewed. These reports sumnmar the 
Employee Concerns Task Group's inIwstipionpm findizm and line manz @r ideAntifie 
corrective ac.- In most cases the coacerued inmividual should be able to identify the 
resolution of the ime auociated with his/er concemrn using the foIlowing steps 

1. Determine which categoy would contain the oma m. A lit of thbcatgorifs begins 
on pae ii of this preface.  

2. Review the category report identified in scep 1, abo-. . In particular, review the 
"Category Assessment" and "Conclusions sections and the appendix titled 
"Subcategory Report Oveiews" 

A process has been developed which will peru.i emplnvees to obtain addiuorl infoTation 
concerning their specific concern. As has been the as tduo :itouw Ihis program, 'his will 
be done in a manner that ensures the confidentialtr cI: the individual. Detils of this 
process will be made available coincident with xie rlease of these category reports.  

What to Do If Yan Believe Your Conern Has Not Been Adetpately Adressed 

The Employee Concerns Task Group has made an intensive effort to thoroughly evaluate 
and report on all the issues raised by the concerns. In some cases, adequate information 
may not have been available to properly evaluate your coancn or the corcern may have 
been misLiterpreted by the Task Group. Any employee who believes that his/her concern 
bi not been sJequaLu&y addressed by the ECSP is requested to bring this to TVA's 
atten&r, by taking the question to the Employee Concerns Progr.nm site representative.

or(JETcI ,s ABMfT CONeiFRNSiS



LU INTilOICTION

'ibis caegoy report presents the results of evahaions &cona ed on employe 
concer that were cdasi5 axd as ontasiL iinipicaios or Wareim of intn idarion 
hiarammnst, wjrPing, or miscduct. It will offer an summent of the finding the 
idenfiied cases, Ae collective signif e of such findigs and causes, and the 
corrective actions reeded to end idemified ptremns of intimidation larWm t, 
wrgdipoig,or rfri a*nAct in the woriplax, md i tad any perception held 'y Offic 
of Nuclear Power ekployees that such acts freiuqtriy occar a d are widespread 
througob t TVA's nucl program.  

It is important for the reader to understand that the scope of this rport is limited to 
Ihe analysis md evaluation of canplyce oncerns assigned to this catgory by the 

Employee Concerns Specia Program. The widins and analyses presented wihin this 
report are based solely on invesgtigaons wnducted on tLise employee concern.  

The ntimidation, arassment, Wrongdoing, and Misconduct crtrgory is composed of 
775 employee concurn. These corcerrs fall into fo-r brrwi .- easa (1) intmidation 
and barassment arising osr an employee's reporting of a quality c- safety question or 
concern and potentially imnlving a violation of Section 2I0 s defined in Section I.1, 
(2) other forms of intimidation and harassment, (3) wrongdoing-alleged violations of 
Federal or state law (exclusive of item ([I above), and (4) misconduct-alleed 
violations of TVA policy.  

The evaluations and discussions contained within this repoit do not include a 
discussion of nucle-r-safety related matters because technical aspects (including any 
nuclear-safety related or potentially nuclear-safety related aspects) were assigned to 
the appropriate technicJ category. The technical component was evaluated and 
resolved in the assigo-d category.  

Although the majority of employee concerns within this category originated at and 
were evaluated specifically as they applied to Watts Bar Nulear Plant, the findings, 
conclusions, and corrective actions developed by this category are considered to have 
ge.ric implications throughout the Office of Nuclear Power.  

Because of the need to maintain confidentiality of the concerned individuals, this 
report cannot in many cases directly address specific corrective actions determined to 
be nec-ssary to resolve identified, substantiated incidents of intimidation, harassment, 
wrongCoing, or misconduct. Instead, this report deals with the cumulative impact of 
the results of investigations conducted on the employee concerns within this category.  
It does not directly deal with the findings, condusions, or necessary corrective actions 
of individual cases, but rather addresses the broader issues which those cases reveal. It 
is not intended to serve as a legal document, and does not offer legal judgments.
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to bd ' aomqw the proper meaning of the word-to inuot coma it a 
series ofacts i oder to caue another pasomn di rt or 1rdistre.  

* W0ramt - Wro doi, ued in this ce y report is defined any 
at pmt ofaTVAAmplqoyeethtisin i ion of Federal (cdsve of 
"Section 21,' defined below) or swe leisriado. Wrooii acides, bIt is 
aut nied ato forAey, hifiation of recards and/or d m te use or 
p F*ina of alcohol or catroded nuotances oa Federal (WA) propery, 
diet, aid vionioma of Federal legislation regarding equal oymUent 

* bri k et - The term 'nisodct," a used in tis caepy report, means 
y action take by amy TVA employee which i in violation of de TVA Code 

of Comdact (WA Code; IlI CONDUCr: Relations Pocedre Manual, 
ectio 7 in the Adnis traie Riease Manual). MiscodW ct indudes but is 

not limited to, alcool or drug abuse (while on active status), faioriis s al 
hear-me, unauthorized access to WA records or doonn and unjust or 

awarranted actioans iauding dcipnary actions.  

* Seadns 210 - The tarm "Section 21(r as used within this categry report is 
defined as section 210 of the Energy Reorganiain Act of 1974, as amended 
(42 United States Code 5&51). Section 210 of this Act, which is known as the 
"Eaplyee Proection Provision states that 

No employer, including a Commission [Nuclear Regulatory Commissionj 
licensee, an applicant for a Commission license, or a contractor or a 
subcontractor of a Commission licensee or applicant, may discharge any 
employee or otherwise discriminate against an employee with respect to 
his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because 
the employee (or any person acting pursuant to a request of the 
employee)-
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The 775 empilyee conrn within this categpcy reprtse about I percent of the 
apprmely 5,000 employe concemrns receied by TVA through the Office of 
Nudear Pwer's Employee CAocers Special Prog;.. Thme employe 

PcxcermB a wle identify problenm and poenial problem which deeloped 
or a peiod c'about five year.  

In order to properly undertand the fiingdl of this report it is ne ary t first 
coaoder the workplace envroment which contributed to the submittal o the 
coer within this car ry, and to understand the cira**mz nc which led to 
th creation ofthis eniromni.  

In the early and middle 1960s TVA embariket ou a vey large nuclear program 
desiped to provide an ample and namnu supply of electrical poer to secre 
be people of the Tennesee Valley region. They, like most other utilities at the 
time, projected a steep and steady increase in the demand to- ectrial power.  
The TVA Board felt that an ambitious program for the costruction of nuclear 
power plants could meet this anticipated demand, and also serve to continue 
TVA's traditional role as a leader in the utility industry.  

This program resulted in a twofold increase in TVA employment between 1975 
and 1980 with the majority of these employees participating in or supporting the 
massive nucear cotruction efforts then underway. Since TVA had ample 
experience in the management of fossil and hydroelectric power plants, this 
mianageIe approach, strucure, and culture was applied to the emerging nuclear 
program. However, due to the more technically complex nature of nuclear plants, 
effective management required the steady attention of a larger number of 
qualified managers than had been necessay to manage fossil or hydroelectric 
programs As a result, TVA did not have, and continually failed to recognize that 
they did not have, enough qualified managers within its nuclear program.  
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Many m engr witi WTVA's mdearproFpam beam ane sd maore mowly 
bfei d on the imme area of their resposifdidis the worki eaviromnant 
did not enurmi p meas to otice, let aloe correct probleas that afeced or 
eman potentialy rffed a scbtulte As a result, reported problems were often 
eitr ignored, added to a posttartup or nea outage" lit, or 'q"ick fes' were 
aeorped which only treaed the sympcom of problem u and did lits to preent 
their renueoc. This fostered tbhe perceptio by some employees that mot 
mang within mte ulear proram were "too bsy' to liten to their employeem 
or that they did not care. is then cotributed to the creation o an adversarial 
relatiomrip i some area of TVA's audear proram between mnment and 
employeJ s fortber redfor the perception that a amaen did not always 
care about the opinion and o s of employees.  

Coanequenly, when WA established the Employee Concerns Special Program at 
Wans Bar Nuclear Plant and later, the Employee Concern Program, it opened a 
window onto the long-standing frustrations of employees who felt they had not 
been, or would not be beard by management within TVA's nuclear program.  

L3 Evuitsa Muebduogy 

The task of investigating employee concerns within this category was initially 
aumed by the Office of the General Counsel and later by the Office of the 
Inspector General following its establishment in early 1986. Generally these 
investigations were done on a concern-by-concern basis. Unlike the evaluations 
conducted within other categories, these investigations were "fact-finding' in a 
stricter legal sense. in order to reach the conclusion that a concern was 
substantiated, there generally had to be a 'preponderance of evidence" supporting
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that cmdusio This meant that in order to condude that a specific incident of 
intimihdaion, harnent, wrongoing, or misconduct occurred, over half of the 
aalabic evidence mst isupport that fact 

Since the insaurigti a condcted by the Office of the Inspector General on the 
employee concerns within this category had to be based on fact, specific detailed 
infarmation about the reported allegations or incidents wun eces ry in order to 
resoive the employee concerns. The expurgated text of an employee concern 
seldom comnined sufficient infiormatin, in and of itself, to permit a meaningful 
investigation; therefore, the Office of the Inspector General had to have the 
authority to talk directly with the concerned individual about his or her 
concern(s).  

Concerned individuals who agreed to provide additional information to the office 
of the Inspector General (through the efforts of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission) about the allegations contained within their concerns were 
interviewed by the Office of the Inspector General. The identity of all such 
concerned individuals was maintained by that office unless the concerned 
individual expressly agreed to waive his or her confidentiality. This approach 
ensured that sufficient information could be obtained by the Office of the 
Inspector General to adequately investigate and resolve employee concerns within 
this category while maintaining the confidentiality of the concerned individuals.  

In those incidents where the concerned individual could not be interviewed, the 
investigation of his or her employee concern was constrained by the lack of 
available information. While such employee concerns often could not be 
.peci.ally investigated, the allegations contained within these concerns could be 
used to assist in the overall evaluation of the total population of employee 
concerns within this category. When, or if, such necessary additional information 
is obtained about these employee concerns, they will be investigated and resolved.  

The Office of the Inspector General dosed the investigative process on the 
employee concerns within this category in one of two ways: 

1. Further investigation could not be pursued because of one or more of the 
following: (a) the concern was general in nature and had been expressed 
anonymously, (b) the concerned individual denied the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission permission to reveal his or her name to the Office of the 
Inspector General with the result :hat insufficient information was available 
to permit a meaningful investigation of the concern, (c) the concerned 
individual felt that the concern did not warrant investigation, or refused to 
assist the Office of the Inspector General, or (d) the concerned individual 
requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission investigate the concern, 
or
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2A CATEGORYCONTENT

This category is divided into four major classes (1) those employee concerns involving 
alleged intmidation and/or harassment where such actions could be in violation of 
Section 210, (2) employee concerns involving alegationm of other forms of inmidtionn 
and/or harassment, (3) employee concerns which allege some form of wrongdoing on 
the part of TVA employees, and (4) employee concerns that allege misconduct by TVA 
employees. These major classes were then further subdivided as necessary into one or 
more area or "sub-areas" each addressing a particular issue within the major class. The 
following is a summary of the contents of each of these major classes.  

2.1 Iatldatlre amnd Harass-mmt 

Introductin 

This class addressed those concerns which potentially involve a Section 210 
violation.  

Smce and Characteriatinn f Concerns 

This class contained 113 employee concerns, with two employee concerns from 
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, nine employee concerns from the Sequoyah Nuclear 
Plant, and the balance from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

Employee concerns within this class can be subdivided into three identifiable 
areas of concern as follows: 

Advemr Actia - Those concerns which dearly state that the concerned 
individual or a TVA employee submitted a quality or safety-related 
concern and received an adverse action because of that submittal. There 
are 70 employee concerns which are characterized as falling in this area.  

Threat of Pntishmct - Those concerns which involve the perception that 
employees are discouraged from submitting quality- or safety-related 
concerns due to a policy or practice which disciplines employees who 
report or commit quality defects. There are 23 employee concerns within 
this area.  

Undefined - Those concerns which involve wrongdoing associated with 
undefined activities having a high potential of being quality- or 
safety-related. There are 20 employee concerns within this class that are 
characterized as falling within this area.  

2-1
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There are 136 employee concerns within this class. Of these conceras, one is from 
Belefonte Nuclear Plant, 12 are from Sequovah Nuclear Plant, and the remainder 
are from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

Employe concerns within this class can be subdivided into four identifiable areas 
of concern as foilows 

Advean Al - Those concerns which state that the concerned individual 
or another TVA employee was subjected to intimidation, barassment, 
corcion, discrimination, etc either as a result of reporting a 
nonquality-related concern, or during the course of their employment.  
There are 104 employee concerns that are characterized as falling within 
this area.  

Famr f Advt re Aatina - Those concerns in which the concerned 
individual was afraid to express a concern or opinion to management for 
fear of an adverse action. There are seven employee concerns within this 
area.  

Vilatfia at W-at l l dl trtion - Those concerns which stated 
that the concerned individual or another TVA employee experienced an 
adverse acion as a result of work or medical restrictions. This area 
contains 13 employee concerns.  

fimcal - This area contains 12 employee concerns which deal with 
miscellaneous cases of potential intimidation and harassment.  

23 Wrogdolag 

Introducion 

This class contains those employee concerns which contain allegations of 
violations of Federal (exclusive of Section 210) or state law.



Scpam' l h m-r te ri t in"

There are 259 employee concerns within this dclass. Of these concerns, five are 
from Beiefonte Nuclear Plant, 12 are from Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, 37 are 
from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, and the remainder are from Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant. The employee concerns within this class are divided into four major areas 
and parts as fobowsE 

PlleMrttra ei - This area includes those concerns which contain 
allgations that quality- or safety-related records, other records, or weld 
records or certifications were uorged or otherwise falsified. A large 
number of these employee concerns involve welding records, the weld 
information management system, and welder certifications. This area 
contains 169 employee concerns and is further subdivided into five parts.  

Fnalificntinn of Ouality RenMrd - This part contains 67 employee 
concerns which allege that nonquality-related records, inspections, 
reports, etc. were falsified.  

Fa2ificatinn of Other Remnrds - This part contains 50 employee 
concerns which allege that nonquality- or nonsafety-related records, 
such as medical or personnel records were falsified.  

Falsificatinn of Weld Rconrds - This pan contains 20 employee 
concerns dealing with potential falsification of weld records.  

Fahifieation of Welder Certificatinns - This part contains 25 
employee concerns which allege that welder certifications have been 
forged, falsified, or backdated.  

General Falificatinn - This part, which contains seven employee 
concerns, addresses potential cases of falsification not specifically 
addressed above.  

Controlled Smbstaiaen or Aleohol - This area deals with 18 employee 
concerns which contain allegations of violations of Federal statutes 
concerning the possession or consumption of alcohol or the use, 
possession, or selling of controlled substances on Federal (TVA) property.  

Thft - This area contains 15 employee concerns which allege that 
employees are involved in the theft or misuse of TVA property.  

Wrongdoing - Other - This area includes employee concerns which allege 
that the concerned individual or another employee has been improperly
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2A4 t imium nt 

This cas contains those mpoyee concerns that contain alepsons of violatios 
of the TVA Code of Conduct standards. Such violations inaude but are mot 
limited to, favoritism, alcohol or drug abuse by TVA employees, sexual 
haraument, unathoried solicitation, and unauthriz *acces to TVA records or 
dowinmfnt

SSa nd Cihatsatafainn of Caoem 

There are 267 employee concerns within this clas. Of these concerns, four are 
from Belefome Nuclear Plant, six are from Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, 28 are 
from Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, 10 are from the Offic of Nuclear Power's central 
offices, and the remainder are from Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.  

The employee concerns within this class are divided into two main areas as 
follows' 

SmIl DhCrima lls - This area, which contains 14 employee concerns 
divided about equally between Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and Sequoyah 
Nuclear Plant, includes those employee concerns containing allegations of 
sexan harassment.  

i .t * Other - This area contains the remaining 253 employee 
concerns dealing with misconduct, and is divided into the following parts:
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3J CATEGORY A

This section sumurizes the findings and coudusomun reached in the investigaton of 
the employee concernsm within this ategory, both by the four issue classes, and for the 
categry as a whole.  

The Office of the Ilspector General attempted to imestipe ah employee concerns 
witkna this categry. Howeer, the ability to conduct an investigation on each 
employee coaer was constrained in some cases by the lack of specific information 
about the aleptions contained within these employee cocerns. As a result, some 
employee concerns within this category could not be meaningfy invesgated.  

3.1 Summy FPhdlfi 

3.1. LIaimldarim and Harsumeat 

Investitions were completed for 91 of the 113 employee concerns within 
this area. Of these 91, only four are considered to represent violations of 
the provisions of Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as 
amended. Three of these employee cnccrns involved a single incident in 
which an employee w-s terminated through a reduction in force for 
submitting a quality-related concern. The other substantiated employee 
concern fivolved an incident in which an employee was harassed by his 
supervisor for talking to a Ncldear Regulatory Commission inspector. The 
investigtion of all four of these potential Section 210 employee concerns 
found a "preponderance of evidence" linking the submittal, or acts by the 
employee leading to the submittal of a quality-related concern, and the 
adverse action suffered by the employee.  

Four additional employee concerns within this area were also found to 
represent valid incidents of intimidation and harassment. However, none 
of the incidents referred to in these four employee concerns involved 
violations of Section 210.  

The investigation of the remainder of the employee concerns within this 
area revealed little factual evidence supporting sk ecific allegations of 
intimidation or harassment.  

However, 24 employee concerns within this class conmained allegations 
that employees were deterrsd from the free expression of quality concerns 
by a strict, mandatory disciplinary policy for all reported quality violations 
within the construction organization at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant prior to 
1986. The broader irsie of intimidation and harassment raised by these 
concerns was determined to be factual. The enforcement of this policy 
within the construction organization at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant was



deteamed to epresent a potential violaton aof the i t of Secn 21 
(Tis ie iscued in greater deail in Section 3.4 and in Prt 1, 
Section 2.2 f Appeadi A to this report.) 
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TImestlior were completed on 39 of the 136 employee conera withm 
ti dc e o the employee acern inestip ed were deermined to 

Smiar wid pgaloti. One inoed a ipervisor who was hod pilty 
ot theaic a a bwaing his pae loyees following their mmittal of an 
Eqoal Employeat Oppaortuty complaint Te remeainng fr 
eaploy ea m em involved a valid iueevel allegation about the 
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3.3 W reI 1 

'eIstiptiom we completed o 151 of the 259 employee concerns 
within this categy. hirty-nine of these investited employee concerm 
were determined to cotain valid allegations or to relate to valid isues.  
Two of these valid acoerm related to a forgd workplan, oe involved an 
ncident where an impecor played a joke on an employee by "destroying 

a quality docoment four related to the flifiation of on-thejob training 
records, ten related to a single incident involving an employee who ained 

.n a Fiwied access to a 'weld information management system database 
at Watts Bar Nuclear Pant, and ten employee concern which volved 
impropr validations of welder cartification cards. The remaining 12 valid 
employee ct aerm related to the valid issue-level alleptionm tht Office of 
Nudlear Pwer emplo were improperly selling iurance products and 
other oods and services.  

westigptions were completed on 109 of the 267 employee concerns 
within this das. Of this number, 34 were determined to contain valid 
allegations. Twenty-eight of these valid employee concerns involved the 
selling of goods and services by TVA employees on TVA time, notably 
insurance. The investigation of these concerns determined that several 
employees at Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear lants had failed to obtain 
proper approval to engage in a second, outside job, or had violated TVA 
standards of conduct in the selling of such insurance products. No 
evidence could be found to support the allegations that these products 
were sold or solicited on TVA time or that favoritism was involved. The 
remaining six valid employee concerns contained allegations involving one 
case of sexual discrimination and harassmeat, one case of nepotism, one



Ihcnt ia which a crew drilled holes in the turbine building wall at Watts 
Bar N ear mPlat er being told by superision to "look bsy," one case 
in wiich an empoyee wa improperly disciplined r fldowing imadequ 
al d propr intractions, one inciden in whih an employee was 
directed to operate a piece of heavy equipment afer the employee had 
eported th the equipment was defectie, and oe incident (duplicated 
a secioa 3.L3, above) in which an impector destroyed the original of an 

imnspection test record as a prank.  

The major coanclusions reached from the invetigatio of the employee concerns 
within category are: 

(1) Incidents of intinidation and harassment directly related to the reporting of 
safety, quality-related, and nonquality concerns, including violations of 
Section 210 and incidem of wrongdoing and misconduct, did occur within 
TVA's aclear organiation at Watts Bar Nuciar Plant prior to 1966.  
However, these incidents were isolated in nature, and very few in number.  
Only two incidents of violations of Section 210 were identfied, and both 
were known and corrected by management 

The Madear construction organization at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 
implemented a disciplinary .policy in 1982 that provided for automatic 
disciplinary actions, up to and including discharge for ay violation of 
quality requirements. This policy, while not considered to be in direct 
violation of the provisions of Section 210, did constitute a barrier to the free 
apression of safety and quality-related concerns. This policy remained in 
effect until it was rescinded in 1986 as a result of investigtions of employee 
concerns within this category.  

') There was a perception held by some Office of Nuclear Power employees at 
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant before 1986 that a climate of intimidation and 
harassment existed, and that the expression of concerns by employees would, 
in all likelihood, result in some form of retribution, and 

(3) Some employees held the perception that Office of Nuclear Power 
employees were committing various acts of wrongdoing and/or misconduct.  

Secondary conclusions reached from the investigation are: 

(1) The majority of the investigated employee concerns within this category were 
not determined to be substantiated,
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3.2.1 M r-lra r fMs Iiirpli SeC-Ma-sbul

The ennraha, that the nbranidted cases of intimidation, h umnt, 
mis iadct, and wmmrolil identified by thi c ry investiation 
repre ted only isolated incident is supported both by the msptmude 
ad namre of these Lunti ted in deants.  

Of the almost 400 employee werm that were investipted by the Office 
of the fmpector General, 111 employee concers, nabointed by 71 
coornaed individuas, ontained hsmtantiared agadons. However, 
almost 0 perea of these wheantiaerd employee cocerFs, (85 
empl comers) reted to only faour Moesencide (1) the selling of 
inurance and other products by Office of Nucldea Power employees at 
WaUtts r and Sequoyah Nuclear Plans (2) the eistence of the 
maatod y disciplinary policy for reported quality assurnce violaio 
within the constrction or zaton at Wats Bar Nudclear Plant, (3) a 
nle incident in which an indliidual gained unauthoried e to a 

noquality weld management database at Watt Bar Nuclear Plant, or (4) 
the improper reertification of certain welders at Watts Bar Nudear Plant.  

The remaining valid employe concerns, including the four employee 
concerns that were determined to relate to Section 210 violations, 
involved isolated, singular incidents of intimidation, harassment, 
wrongdoing, or misconduct by Office of Nuclear Power employees.  

The Perarpima that Thag W' A Cmate 2of Intimidation and Hranmfnt 

All of the employee concerns within the Intimidation and Harassment and 
the Intimidation and Harassment-Other classes of this category (249 
employee concens) allege that the concerned individual or another Office 
of Nuclar Power employee was subjected to intimidation and harassment 
for the submittal of a concern or differing opinion. In addition, of these

C~a~..·:. .*r··_,·
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hbMmi, 31 employee rn st e tht dtthe ancerned imdvida or 
maler O e NPle Por wer employee was afraid to voice his or her 
m e or aropinmfn o fearaof rrtmio.  

The diance of a dime of inatmidrio ad nrmain widthin an 
cprii au be evidenced by tie Mowing clisienmptam 

* Ie cas e of a lare  m ber of w eid apld alegation of 
ina irim andb .armnt or aperiod oftime, and the incuinm of 
aetmim aof intimidmt and harm involving es other than 
thae related to safety or quality.  

* A peraie astophbere of fear on the part of the allegrsn related to 
the abomiaoo of a concern or to voicing an opinion different from 
that held by superiors.  

* The failure of anaement to take prompt and effective action to 
investite allegtiom. of intimidation and harassment and/or the 
fihaure to to ake prompt and effective measures to deal with the behavior 
of identified intimidatrn.  

* The failure of manage t to protea the job security of individuals 
who allege intimidatio and harassment 

* A general concern by employees that not complying with inappropriate 
or improper deman ofa supervision may result in retribution.  

All of these symptoms do not have to be present for a climate of 
intimidation and harassment to exist. Even if a few are present to a 
significant degree, such a climate may exist.  

Of the apprnimately 5,800 employee concerns included within the 
Employee Concerns Special Program at Watts Bar Nudear Plant, over 
one of every 10 employee concerns received involved some aspect of 
intimidation, harassment, wrongdoing, or misconduct by Office of Nuclear 
Power employees. The concerns within this category contain allegations 
of intinmidation and harassment over the expression of both quality- and 
nonquality- related concerns. The allegations within these employee 
concerns relate to incidents over a several year period ending in 1986, and 
show that some Office of Nuclear Power employees feared some form of 
retribution for voicing concerns.
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Iad bN efow enmorp a we asnd dim or preant uprng of 
seltarirew teiesaymt isedbothnafr i a mrm 1i6 saere.  

Enee trhat thee werm oated imbider of Ofi e o ade 
a Clmat ieig voifiar Secmto 210) theam incas e 

pOuemapy u-kam to shm aml IM bem al dem prior i th 

WMls n wideprad emoirenngt Of &idmi* amd h.rm . cam be 
cdmlr pnrw to e3t at Waw 3s Ba Nudea Pl prio to 19, tier ia 

-inO'-er` evidence to moclade that a lap en.r of OCf of Nuclmr 
AFmer epoyees prceivad thatsh a ns ewimenat exitad. Clerly 
there ws a widespread os of employee trust and aonride in 
m ngmpent within tbh Office of Nucear Power dring this period as 
evidenced by the large nmber of eplo concerm s xpesd

The conciion dat enplFyees held e cpim that there was a 
dime spportin imidin n and .unI is based on the above 
fic ad on the fact that wy few if the pefi etim s contained 
w-hin the investigated population of nptoye coacens within this 
cterpy acouid be surantiate

Of the 775 euployee coars within the Intimidatio, Haraenr, 
Wrouploing and Miscod caegory, two out of every three employee 
concerns (526 eploye concerns) contained allepds of misconduct 
and/or wromploing by Office of Nucea oero employees. These 

Wekploye concerns accused Office of Nuclear Power management and 
employees of a wide spectrum of acts of wrongdoing such as fargery, 
falsificaon of records theft, etc, or misconduct such as the illegal selling 
of ods and services on TVA time favoritism, or discrimination.  

Much as in the case of intimidation and harassment, the existence of a 
dimate supporting acts of wrongdoing and misconduct within an 
organization an be evidenced by the following symptoms: 

* The eistenac of a large number of widespread allegations of 
wrongdoing and misconduct over a period of time, including 
allegations involving a wide variety of types of purported wrongdoing 
and misconduct
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